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Purpose

An understanding of the haemodynamics of congenital heart disease allows one to:

- understand their clinical signs
- make informed clinical assessments of what is happening when signs have changed
- assess responses to resuscitation
- understand changes post-op
Ohm’s Law

\[ V = IR \]

\[ I = \frac{V}{R} \]
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Classification of cyanotic heart disease

4 types

- RV outflow obstruction
- Mixing disorders
- Mixing disorders with RV outflow obstruction
- Parallel circulation
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Rashkind atrial septostomy

Followed by: Arterial switch OR Mustard operation

Raises peripheral SaO2 by increasing pulmonary to systemic shunting
Arterial switch
In summary

An understanding of the haemodynamics of congenital heart disease allows one to:

- understand their clinical signs
- make informed clinical assessments of what is happening when signs have changed
- assess responses to resuscitation
- understand changes post-op
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